Security Jobs
SENIOR DATA SCIENTIST

ABOUT THE FUNCTION
At Evidantly we are seeking senior data scientists, with machine learning and big data
experience. Our firm is specialized in Cyber Security, Risk Reduction and Information
Security. What we do different from other companies is that we emphasize on prediction, by
building models that our clients can use to get in control of their domain and assets.
In this ever daunting field we believe that knowledge and intelligence will be the deciding
factor. We stimulate learning and there is much room for development by the fast growing
organization with professional colleagues. We take the development of our colleques
serious and stimulate them to push for boundairies.
As a data scientist you will design and test complex mathematical models in order to
facilitate or detect anomalous behaviour with a very high probabilty. Development and
testing of hypothesis and scientific models and combining models to improve accuracy. You
will work at our science lab were innovation is key driver of our work.

JOB REQUIREMENTS








You have a university degree, Phd in math, or computer science at least 5 years
relevant work experience,
Experience in prototyping with R, Python or Matlab
Expert in programming Spark, Java, C/CC++, Fortran
Expert in Social analysis techniques
Expert in machine learning and statistical models
Experience in working with softwareteams
You are customer and service centric and possess good communication skills

WHAT WE OFFER


Groundbreaking work







An alternate function: at various major clients; and engaging internal security
projects;
A unique opportunity to help build the organization:
An excellent salary with lots of training and growth opportunities tailored to your
situation;
A lease car, laptop, and mobile and an excellent pension scheme;
An entrepreneurial company culture where we assume the responsibilities of others
and to learn from each other.

RESPOND NOW
If you're interested and you believe you meet this description, please send your application
in PDF Info@evidantly.com. Equip your C.V. a current passport, with a (brief) motivation,
citing the function name

